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Step Back to Reach Down
Terry Kennedy, MPT 

 

In the January-February 2019 
issue, I wrote an article, 
Integrated Functional 

Movement, with descriptions  
for three exercises to strengthen  
patterns of movement with  
optimal body mechanics (or bio-
mechanics) that could be applied 
to everyday activities.  
       Cultural norms and practices 
tend to lead us away from good 
body mechanics and into muscle 
imbalances, where some muscles 
are overworked and others under 
utilized. This changing the length 
and tension of the muscles and 
fascia and causes abnormal 
stresses on joints. 
       It can be difficult and tedious 
to acquire optimal body mechan-
ics during everyday tasks as we 
move about on autopilot. The key 
is to practice optimal mechanics, 
slowly at first, and lay down an 
improved pattern into the neuro-
logical system. 
       I can’t count the number of 
times in 28 years of P.T. practice 
that I have seen patients with 
strained backs or herniated disks 
who told me that they “only 
stooped over to pick up a paper-
clip.” 
       The problem starts when we 
stand with the both feet together (as if on an imagi-
nary free-throw line) and bend forward to reach a 
hand to the floor. This causes too much flexion in the 
spine, reversing the normal low-back (or lumbar) 
curve, and places uneven stresses on the joints, disks, 
muscles and other soft tissue. It isn’t so much going 
down that causes the injury, but reeling yourself back 
upright, when your spine is at a biomechanical disad-
vantage. Bending both knees, as in a squat, has an 

advantage of dimin-
ishing a little of the 
back stress, but 
trades this for a great 
deal of knee and 
quadriceps stress. 
      Here is a biome-
chanically sound way 
to pick a light-weight 
object off of the 
floor. Let’s assume 
you are right-handed 
and will pick up the 
paperclip with the 
right hand. (Left-
handed people will 
need to make the 
necessary mirror-
image switches.)  
The advantage is that 
most of the bending 
to allow a reach-to-
the floor is produced 
by the forward hip.  
If the hip joint is 
healthy, it should  
easily allow enough 
range of motion and 
support all of your 
weight. 
      Step the left foot 
forward to about  
12 inches from the 
object. Step the right 
foot back about 
24–30 inches behind 
the front foot. The 

length of the step should be comfortable. The trailing 
foot can contact the floor flatfooted, at the ball of the 
foot, or just with the toes. Reach the right hand down 
to the object, turning your pelvis toward the lead foot. 
This diagonal turn of the pelvis is the key to a safe 
reach to the floor, and stepping the trailing foot back 
keeps the right hip close to the same femur-pelvis 
relationship as when standing. The pelvis and sacrum 
remain aligned with the rest of the spine, which is 

Step back and reach down diagonally.

Extend the trailing leg in space, left hand 
stabilizes with golf club or wall, and reach 

down to an 8-inch foot-stool to shorten 
the pattern. This allows the form  

to be precise as an exercise.
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optimal body mechanics. 
       The pelvis turns by swiveling on the hips. In the 
right-handed scenario, most of the weight is on the 
left foot, with extra stability obtained by the right foot 
contacting the floor. The left hip flexes and rotates, 
and the body’s center of mass (the navel) becomes 
positioned over the forward foot. This subtle move-
ment is controlled primarily by the body’s largest 
muscle group: the gluteus maximus (and company)—
those powerful hip extensors, the “core of the core.” 
       There are, of course, variations or modifications 
to this method. Since you are reaching down with 
your right hand, use your left to stabilize against a 
wall, chair or some other sturdy object.  
       There are also some advantages to allowing the 
trailing foot to not touch the floor but extending  
the leg out behind you in space. This gives you more 
mobility of the forward hip for reaching down. If  
you extend the trailing leg in space, the straighter  
the hip, the closer the spine is to neutral.  
       The leg extended-in-space variation serves as  
a counter weight, and this may feel easier to some  
people. Again, the left hand will add security  
contacting another sturdy object. Watch golfers. 
Many will use the extended-in-space variation to 
retrieve the ball from the cup and hold onto their 
putter for extra stability. 
       As a physical therapist, I look at a satisfactory 
step-back-to-reach-down movement as an important 
milestone in rehabilitating chronic pain or injuries, 
and I often modify it as an exercise. With all thera-
peutic excercises, it is important to hold the form.  
It is better to make an exercise too easy than too 
hard.  � 

Thanks to Robert Pierce, DC, of Pierce Chiropractic  

for demonstrating the exercises. 


